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Pull pokey ball

Pokey Ball is a random game in which players play a ball upwards and nail it to a part of the platform. In Pockey Ball, the basic idea is to throw the ball with enough power to hit it, and then have both timing and precision enough to know when to hook the ball to the platform on its own. Basically, the ball is to keep going up on the platform. Although the early stages of this are easy,
it becomes more difficult as the game progresses. Players need to move forward and keep advancing to higher levels. However, the purpose of the game is to keep moving forward as much as possible. Graphics and gameplay Pokey Ball graphics are like any similar casual game; having no complexity. The same goes for game controls. There are two very important controls in
Pokey Ball. The first control is to tap and hold the device screen. This has the effect of pulling back the lever on which the ball is located. The more traction, the higher the ball. The second important control is the calculated touch of the device screen. The effect of this is to hook the ball on any peg on the platform. Even if the ball has to fly high, it cannot continue to fly high after a
single shot. So when the ball has been turned upwards, to prevent it from falling, players need to find the next part of the platform where the ball can get stuck. After seeing someone, players need to tap the screen to make sure they stay. When finished, players must tap and hold the screen again to keep going up, keep hanging, and keep going up. Sounds funny? You should try
it. Download Pokey Ball Mod APK The Mod version of Pockey Ball makes the game more interesting and fun. What? Gives: unlimited coins. No announcements; and pretty much other benefits that aren't included in the free version. Conclusion Speaking of random games and games to pass the time, Pockey Ball immediately comes to mind. The game is undoubtedly interesting
and is also potentially addictive. However, the Mod makes everything better. Download Pockey Ball Mod APK now. How to install unknown source APK apps on Android If you are a big fan of hyper-casual games, then you are definitely familiar with Voodoo. The well-known developer and publisher French of several high-end casual mobile games has one of the largest app wallets
on Android and iOS platforms. Voodoo continues to grow in popularity not only considering the billions of downloads it has accumulated from its releases, but also with the speed with which it publishes new games. For the most part, too, all of Voodoo's games have been respectable places in the top ten of mobile games around the world, with some of them even reaching number
one. Suffice it to say that if you are a occasional and you like games that can be played with the very limited time you can save, then it is very likely that you will find a game suitable for your tastes and preferences among voodoo offers. Pokey Ball is the latest version of Voodoo for iOS and is packed with simple but unique unique mechanics that everyone can play and enjoy.
Currently #2 casual on the App Store, Pokey Ball continues to maintain a highly positive overall rating of the review by its users. While the overall simplicity and nude graphics that Pokey Ball presents can throw you out thinking it's an easy game, progressing through its levels and encountering a wide variety of obstacles and challenges can definitely change your mind. If you're
ready for a game of timing and accuracy and love spending a few minutes of your time making progress in a random game, be sure to try Pokey Ball! There are only two simple things you need to know about the controls of the game. Tapping and holding the screen will pull back your Pokey Ball and release it will throw the ball upwards. As the ball travels upwards, tapping the
screen again will pin the ball onstage. Basically, you can pin on the inner most platform of any level and to begin with, the extra layer acts as obstacles on which you won't be able to pin the ball. As you progress, exciting new obstacles join the mix and you'll also need to improve your game if you want to move forward. Although everything seems very easy in the early stages, it is
understandable for some players to encounter visual dead spots at higher levels. If you find yourself stuck in a particular level or just looking for better ways to overcome challenges, check out our detailed Pokey Ball guide for some useful tips, tricks, and tricks so you can go through all levels with ease! 1. Get the timing right at the beginning As an introductory phase to the game's
basic mechanics, you can expect the top 10 levels of Pokey Ball to be a walk since these levels are as simple as possible. Although you will be very inclined to rush through a good stretch of it to see the next level, it is highly recommended to take the opportunity to get the right pin time. Keep in mind that catapulting the ball upwards can have a variety of speed based on how far
you move away from the resting point. While some players may be equipped with quick hand-eye choreography and have quick reaction times, some may have a bit of a hard time getting the right timing in Pokey Ball. The idea here is to always nail the ball to where exactly you want it to stick. Since subsequent levels offer a variety of obstacles that make this simple task very
challenging, you should increase your accuracy where you can easily afford it. Just keep an eye on a specific point, even in a large open space, as the ball travels upwards and try to fix it as close as possible to that position. There may hardly be ample open spaces available later, so try to make variety of power inductees with the aim of nailing the ball to a desired spot. 2. Counting
when time is needed accuracy involves not only precision regarding the pinning of the ball. In Pokey Ball, getting the right timing also applies to levels where there are such as rings or platforms themselves. While some misses around here can simply lead to a rollback down the level, some of them can actually end the run. To help you with the times, you can use the simple
counting method as every opportunity to proceed comes to you. For example, counting how the moving rings above you align with the ball can give you a better sense of time to prepare for the actual try. This method may take a little longer to proceed with the level, but if you want to increase your attempts at success, this is a good way to get started. 3. Patience is as important as
timing Getting the right timing and signing up for the counting method is already an exercise in patience in Pokey Ball very similar to any other game. However, doing so may not always be enough to take you to goals with fewer tries. Being patient, we actually intend to consider taking a few steps back, if necessary, to push forward even faster or just do it right to say the least. For
faster progression, you naturally want iling as powerful as possible and pin right up to the top propulsion of the ball. I would also see the perfect word flashing on the screen as you earn more points every time you reach it. At this point, it is important to be aware of your primary goal in the game, which is to do it until the end of each level. While maintaining a steady flow is a
naturally normal expectation, there will be numerous occasions when you simply have to watch the ball fall a little lower before deciding to fix it on stage. Most of the time, there are optimal areas in some levels from which you should sling and while many of them are marked with the bullseye icon, some are simply less obvious until you've seen what's on it. Huge gaps and long
strings of obstacles will be common in Pokey Ball, so if you are located at a point where the slingshot, regardless of power, will not help you progress well enough upwards, do not hesitate to go down a few meters below. 4. Launch from The Bullseye Breaks barriers It is easily evident that every time you hit the bullseye dead center, the launch from it gives you a kind of speed
boost and a flashy aura that is fun to watch. In addition to that, some levels of the game make it so that fixing the ball right on the bullseye consecutively advances through the level much faster. While all of this can be ignored as simply more challenging but faster ways to complete a level, some are a bit more drastic. Take, for example, levels where there are several axes of
obstacles that block your way. Breaking through them one at a time can be Tiring. In some levels, doing so can also be very challenging if you don't fix the ball fast enough after bouncing back from the shot. Stumbling upon these obstacles from a bullseye, though, makes you go through them as each ply was a piece of paper and whenever there are opportunities to do so, be sure
to grab it. again on the bullseye can be a challenge, so be sure to practice with each of the previous levels. Sometimes, you may also need to get off a bit if you've missed one since pushing yourself up might require launching from that particular bullseye. 5. Ignore scores and coins Part of the joy and excitement of playing Pokey Ball comes from the points you earn while playing,
especially when you reach a high score or are about to surpass a previous one. Landing on a bullseye and nailing the ball before it starts to come down all help give you more points and, to some extent, they can be quite habitual. Similarly, since the coins you earn are needed to unlock new skins for your ball, you will naturally be attracted to nabbing each of these that you come
across as you advance through the level. While both points and coins are valuable, consider looking after them only if you're sure one of them won't help you lose focus on the game, particularly the task at hand within the level. While earning a high score and unlocking all skins can be part of your goals in the game, the main one is, of course, completing each level. There are
currently 70 levels in the game and you should aim to complete it before taking on other activities. With a clear mind to focus on how to complete levels, you might even get a higher score if you're careful and at the same time take some coins along the way as well. To begin with, consider them only as distractions, and as such, it should be overlooked until you can fully focus on
the game and consider them as additional incentives. 6. Take it slowly through boss levels starting at level 15, you will be in a boss level that takes place every fifth level after. These boss levels are very challenging in the sense that in some of these stages, there will hardly be any backtracking. As you push higher through these layers, it will be common to see the underlying layer
part disintegrate. Therefore, making a mistake like not being able to block any area above ends the run. In these levels, the main challenge lies in not knowing what awaits you, which is pretty much the same scenario in each level. It's difficult, however, since there may not be second attempts if you find a surprise like a long gap or red barriers above. To minimize failures and
accidents, therefore, pay attention to these levels. We mentioned earlier that the speed and range of the indozza vary depending on how hard you pull it down. Full power may be the common appeal for most cases in previous levels, but later, especially at boss level, you should aim to pull with the least applied power that will still launch ball and take it as slowly as possible. Short
descending trips will be the key to your success at these stages. This way you can help you prepare to add just before a gap or other strategic positions. There will also be some space under you which is easier to attack in case you 000 an error. 7. How to Rid Of Distractions Every time we write about random games, it almost becomes a rudimentary topic to talk about ads in free-
to-play games. Since we are players playing on a variety of platforms, there are some practices in the gaming industry that we may not be fond of. First, if we paid for a full game and some parts of it come off later as paid DLCs, we'd be disgruntled. Considering ads in free-to-play games, however, we're all-in about it. Since ads are a key part of the survival of games that would
otherwise not receive any profit from the hard work invested in its development and continuous operation, they should not be treated as a means of disking the particular games that hold it. In the case of Pokey Ball, just like all other Voodoo games, some ads are optional and offer rewards while others appear between levels. If you're bewildered by the appearance of ads between
levels or just don't want to see them, just turn off wi-fi or mobile data and play offline. Keep in mind that doing so will prevent you from continuing where you left off whenever you can't complete a level in Pokey Ball. If you ever hit an obstacle or drop the ball down, you'll have to start from the beginning of that level. And that sums up a lot everything we have for you regarding our
Guide Pokey Ball. We hope that the tips, tricks and tricks we have shared in this article will improve your strategic approach to the game and allow you to succeed through every level of the game and eventually complete your skin collection. If you have any other tips or tricks you'd like to share with us, don't hesitate to do so through the comments section! Section!
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